


Barcelona Pilot Briefing

CHARTS

You can find the charts for free in the Spanish AIP.

RECOMMENDED SCENERIES

Freeware Payware

FS9 flightsim.com Mega Airport Barcelona X (*)

FSX(-SE) avsim Mega Airport Barcelona Evolution

P3D avsim Latin VFR

P3DV4 avsim Mega Airport Barcelona professional

or

Just Sim

X-PLANE X-Plane Forums Just Sim

MSFS Latin VFR

(*) Taxi signs and stand numbers are out of date.
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https://aip.enaire.es/AIP/
http://www.flightsim.com/vbfs/fslib.php?do=search&fname=elvasp2.zip
https://library.avsim.net/esearch.php?DLID=189510
https://www.aerosoft.com/en/flight-simulation/flight-simulator-x-steam/sceneries/2193/mega-airport-barcelona-evolution
https://library.avsim.net/esearch.php?DLID=194863
http://www.latinvfr.org/sceneries/latinvfr-barcelona-for-fsx-and-p3d/
https://library.avsim.net/esearch.php?DLID=194863
https://www.aerosoft.com/en/flight-simulation/prepar3d/sceneries/2191/mega-airport-barcelona-professional
https://secure.simmarket.com/justsim-barcelona-el-prat-lebl-v2.0-p3d-4.4.phtml
https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/51231-lebl-barcelona-compendium-version-30/
https://secure.simmarket.com/justsim-barcelona-el-prat-lebl-v1.3_x-plane-11.phtml
https://secure.simmarket.com/latinvfr-barcelona-lebl-msfs.phtml
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AIRPORT LAYOUT

TERMINAL 1
Used mainly by non-budget airlines and Vueling.

Transcontinental airlines which park here: Delta, United, American, Level, LATAM, Air Canada Rouge,

Emirates, Qatar, Etihad, Singapore, Cathay, Air China, Avianca.
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TERMINAL 2
Used mainly by budget airlines.

Transatlantic airlines which park here: Air Transat, Norwegian, PIA, Air Senegal, West Jet and before

they were recently banned, Mahan Air.

CARGO
It is used by all cargo airlines operating at the airport. It can also be used by other heavy aircraft as an

overflow for terminal 1.
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PREFERENTIAL CONFIGURATIONS

DAYTIME CONFIGURATION (07.00 LT TO 23.00 LT*)

PREFERENTIAL
● Departure runway: 25L

● Arrival runway: 25R

The use of runway 25R for take-off is restricted to those aircrafts which require more runway length

than is available on runway 25L. Flights in this situation must request runway 25R for departure on

initial contact.

NON-PREFERENTIAL
● Departure runway: 07R

● Arrival runway: 07L

The use of runway 07L for take-off is restricted to those aircrafts which require more runway length

than is available on runway 07R. Flights in this situation must request runway 07L for departure on

initial contact.

NIGHT-TIME CONFIGURATION (23.00 LT TO 07.00 LT*)

PREFERENTIAL
● Departure runway: 07R

● Arrival runway: 02

NON-PREFERENTIAL
● Departure runway: 25L

● Arrival runway: 25L

*If the expected amount of traffic is below the maximum capacity of the night-time runway concept,

the time might be modified. It will always be modified to extend the night-time configuration, never

to reduce it.
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GROUND MOVEMENT
The taxi instruction will be given the following way:

TAXI VIA [Apron exit gate (two letters)] [TAXIWAY/S] TO [Clearance Limit Point]

Red arrows: traffic outgoing from Terminal 1.

White arrows: traffic outgoing from Terminal 2 and Cargo.

DAYTIME PREFERENTIAL (ARR:25R DEP:25L)

DAYTIME NON-PREFERENTIAL (ARR:07L DEP:07R)
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NIGHT-TIME PREFERENTIAL (ARR:02 DEP:07R)

Same standard taxi routing applies from DAYTIME NON-PREFERENTIAL.

Expect to cross runway 07L via E7.

RUNWAY CROSSING
On busy times it is difficult to shortcut the taxi from Terminal 2 so expect to have to taxi all the way
around. Just like they do in real life!

When crossing an inactive runway, it isn’t needed to have an explicit clearance to cross. You can
expect the Controller to say, “Cross runway [RWY], inactive.”. If you are unsure, ASK! (Better safe than
sorry).

When DAYTIME NON-PREFERENTIAL configuration is active, planes landing on runway 07L don’t
interfere with planes taxiing via S14->M16. Unless they are big planes (height above 16.46 meters).
So, if you’re flying a 747 and the controller doesn’t stop you, watch out for your tail.

DEPARTURE

WHILE ON THE GROUND…
We use CDM in Barcelona, this means that your Flight Plan Departure Time will be your EOBT

(Expected Off-Block Time) and TOBT (Target Off-Block Time), according to your stand the CDM system

will take into account your expected taxi time and it will calculate your TTOT (Target Take off Time).

CDM system wont allow more than one traffic with the same TTOT so in busy situations like events it

will assign a TSAT (Target Startup Approval Time) as close as possible to your TOBT.

You must be ready for startup at TSAT +/- 5 minutes. If you miss your TSAT window you´ll have to ask

the controller to update your TOBT or send a new Flight Plan with a new EOBT/TOBT.

You can check your actual TOBT and TSAT in https://vats.im/slot

Once on the Tower frequency, the tower will assign you a final holding point for your departure

runway. When assigned, and the route is clear, taxi to your holding point. When you are next in

sequence, the controller will advise you to line up and wait. It is best to spend the time that you will

have in the queue to complete the required planning and checklists.
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IN THE AIR
The initial climb for all SIDs is 6000 ft which also happens to be the Transition Altitude.

Immediately after taking off pay attention to the initial routing of your SID. Ensure that you follow

speed restrictions and altitude restrictions as per

charts.

If departing from runway 25L/07R:

Barcelona is famously known for its sharp bank

turns after departure. It is quite cool to be laying on

the beach with a nice drink and seeing planes

turning above you like that.

Please don’t be that pilot who disregards the turn
and flies in a straight line, we want to see’em bank!!
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ARRIVALS
When flying the arrival make sure you cross the SLP at the indicated airspeed in the charts, unless

otherwise instructed by ATC.

Before you arrive at the IAF, you should expect the controller to either;

1.- Clear you for the RNAV transition;

2.- Instruct you to hold;

3.- Vector you.

When contacting LEBL_F_APP report only your callsign in the initial call.

After contacting Tower frequency, set your expected ground frequency in your standby radio in order

to not lose time after vacating the runway.

Check if you have to vacate right or left depending which Terminal your Airline is operating!

When vacating the runway, hold short of the main taxiway without occupying the runway until

you've contacted the Ground controller and received a taxi clearance.

AIRAC
Please make sure to have the latest AIRAC on board as the RNAV transitions can be an absolute Saint

Peter when it comes to making a proper sequence.

Thanks for your collaboration and we hope you enjoy your flight to/from Barcelona.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask us.

We can be reached by email (operaciones@vatspa.es) or by twitter (@vatsimSpain).
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